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SUMMARY

In order to alleviate multiple access interference and multipath interference of ultra-wideband (UWB) system,
we propose the orthogonal complementary code (OCC)-based direct-sequence UWB system and offset-
stacking (OS)-UWB system. OCC has perfect partial autocorrelation and cross-correlation characteristics. With
the application of OCC in UWB system, we can obtain better performance in multiple access interference and
multipath interference. The proposed OS-UWB structure can also achieve variable data rate
transmission because of its innovative OS spreading technique. Theoretical analysis and simulation results
show that the proposed UWB system can achieve excellent performance and outperform the unitary code-
based direct-sequence UWB system. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology [1] has gained considerable attentions since it was opened to
civilian communication in 2002. Federal Communication Commission has regulated that UWB
system operates within the frequency band from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz with a power spectral density
less than�41.3 dBm/MHz [2] and defined UWB technology with more flexibility that any
technology can be recognized as UWB technology as long as it produces the signal with an absolute
bandwidth exceeding 500MHz or fractional bandwidth greater than 20%. The implementation for
UWB signal is based on impulse radio [3], which mainly utilizes the baseband pulse. For its
inherent characteristics, such as high data rate, relatively low system cost, low power spectrum
density, and good resistance to severe multipath interference, etc, UWB becomes an excellent
candidate for short-range high-speed wireless communications.
Typical low complexity direct-sequence (DS) spread spectrum system design over multipath

fading channels can be seen in [4, 5], which aims to alleviate the influence of the multiple
access interference (MAI) and multipath interference (MPI). In UWB system, MAI and MPI
are also important factors that significantly affect the system performance over indoor and
multi-user environments [6, 7]. And there are many literatures about the interference cancel-
ation in UWB systems [8, 9]. Theoretical analysis of bit error rate (BER) for multiple access
UWB system has been studied in [10–12]. Kotti et al. [13] highlighted the influence of
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spreading sequences on UWB system. Wu et al. and Cho et al. proposed ternary complemen-
tary code sets-based UWB system in [14, 15], which could alleviate the MPI and MAI. The
application of multilevel complementary sets of sequences in UWB system was first
investigated in [16]. Through the above studies of multiple access UWB systems, it is known
that the selection of spreading codes plays an important role to improve the system
performance.
Orthogonal complementary code (OCC) [17] set different from unitary codes, such as m

sequence, Walsh code, and Gold sequence, is a kind of composite sequence set. OCC set,
which consists of a group of element codes, has perfect correlation properties, that is, the side
lobes of autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions are all zeros. The orthogonality of
OCC set is achieved by the complementation between the corresponding element codes. The
studies of OCC have been discussed in numerous literatures [18–20]. Chen et al. proposed
OCC-based code division multiple access (CDMA) system to eliminate MAI and MPI, and
employed offset-stacking (OS) modulation scheme to achieve variable data rates [21–25]. In this
paper, we propose the OCC-based DS-UWB system and OS-UWB system, and present the corre-
sponding performance analysis. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the two sys-
tems have better performance compared with unitary code-based UWB systems. The DS-UWB
system architecture is simply compared with OS-UWB system. Moreover, the OS-UWB system
can achieve variable data rate transmission because of its innovative OS spreading technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces OCC and its characteristics.

OCC-based DS-UWB and OS-UWB systems and the corresponding performance analysis are
presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Simulation results about the system performance of
MAI are illustrated in Section 5. At last, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF ORTHOGONAL COMPLEMENTARY CODE

2.1. Orthogonal complementary code

We use the notation {K, M, N} to characterize an orthogonal complementary spreading code set. In
a given OCC set, the number of the flocks K is equal to the number of the element codesM. N is the
element code length. Assume that we have two sequences x= {x1, x2,…, xN} and y= {y1, y2,…, yN}.
The partial autocorrelation function for sequence x can be defined as,

ρ x; lð Þ ¼
∑
N�l

j¼1
x jx jþl ; l ¼ 0; 1;⋯N � 1

∑
N

j¼1�l
x jx jþl ; l ¼ �1;⋯;�N þ 1

8>>><
>>>: (1)

where l is the relative chip shift of the autocorrelation function.
Similarly, the partial cross-correlation function between x and y can be defined as follows,

ρ x; y; lð Þ ¼
∑
N

j¼1�l
xjyjþl ; l ¼ �1;⋯;�N þ 1

∑
N�l

j¼1
xjyjþl ; l ¼ 0; 1;⋯N � 1

8>>><
>>>: (2)

where l is the relative chip shift of the cross-correlation function.
{C1,C2,…,CK} is an OCC set. K, M, and N are three important parameters for the set. K is the set

size, M is the flock size, and N is the element code length.Ck ¼ ck0; c
k
1;…; cki ;…; ckM�1

� �
(1≤ k≤K)

is the kth flock in the code set, and cki ¼ cki0; c
k
i1;⋯; ckij;⋯; ckiN�1

n o
(0≤ i≤M� 1) is the ith element
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code in the kth flock. OCC has perfect correlation properties, and the correlation functions can be
expressed as,

∑
M

m¼1
ρ cim; l
� � ¼ 0; for l≠0; i ¼ 1; 2;⋯;M

∑
M

m¼1
ρ cim; c

j
m; l

� � ¼ 0; for any l; i≠ j; i; j ¼ 1; 2;⋯;M

8>>><
>>>: (3)

2.2. Correlation properties

In this subsection, {A0,A1,A2,A3} and {B0,B1,B2,B3} are the two flocks of an OCC set and we take
them as an example to illustrate the perfect partial correlation properties [18]. Figure 1 shows the
autocorrelation of each element code of a flock and the sum of their autocorrelations. It can be seen
that the autocorrelation of each element code is not so good, but the sum is a delta function δ(n).
Similarly, owing to the complementation of element codes, the sum of the cross-correlations is zero
for all l as depicted in Figure 2.

3. ORTHOGONAL COMPLEMENTARY CODE-BASED DS-UWB SYSTEM

In the following, we consider a multi-user UWB system with K users as shown in Figure 3. The
uniformly distributed K users in the transmitter side can simultaneously send their signals to the
receiver. We assume that all the users undergo the same multipath channel and the distance between
the senders and receivers is within 10meters, as the common indoor communication scenario.
For the OCC-based DS-UWB system, {C1,C2,…,CK} is an OCC set, which works on a

flock per user basis, Ck ¼ ck0; c
k
1;…; cki ;…; ckM�1

� �
(1≤ k≤K) is the kth flock in the set, and

cki ¼ cki0; c
k
i1;⋯; ckij;⋯; ckiN�1

n o
(0≤ i≤M� 1) is the ith element code in the kth flock. Each user

is assigned one flock as DS code. As has been stated that one flock contains M element codes,
however, M element codes of a user can not be transmitted together. A kind of transmission
method must be adopted to distinguish M element codes. In this paper, we employ different
transmission time to differentiate M element codes of a flock, i.e., we send the spreading

Figure 1. Individual autocorrelation and the sum of autocorrelations for orthogonal complementary code.
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sequences serially in time. Thus, the kth flock of the complementary code set is modified to

Ck
ZCZ ¼ ck0; 0;⋯0;|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

γþ1

ck1; 0;⋯; 0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
γþ1

;⋯; ckM�1; 0;⋯; 0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
γþ1

8><
>:

9>=
>; as the spreading sequence of the kth user.

We assume that the maximum delay is τ and Tc is the chip duration. We have τ = γTc+ α and
γ= bτ/Tcc, where α is a random variable uniformly distributed over [0, Tc]. We insert zeros to
distinguish M element codes. The number of zeros between cki and ckiþ1 is relevant to the maximum
delay. To guarantee complementation of element codes in an OCC set, the number of zeros between
element codes must be (γ+ 1). If the maximum delay is more than a flock durationNTc, the number of
zeros is N.

3.1. System model and channel model

The transmitter diagram of the OCC-based DS-UWB system is shown in Figure 4. The expressions
of the transmitted OCC-based DS-UWB signals are given by,

Figure 2. Individual cross-correlation and the sum of cross-correlations for orthogonal complementary code.

Figure 3. Multi-user ultra-wideband communication system.
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sk tð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
∑
∞

n¼�∞
∑
M�1

i¼0
∑
N�1

j¼0
bknc

k
ijw t � nTb � iT � jTcð Þ (4)

where M and N are the flock size and the element code length of the OCC set, respectively.
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb=MN

p
is the normalized amplitude factor and w(t) is the pulse waveform. The pulse duration is Tw with
Tw≪ Tc and T = (N + γ + 1)·Tc, Tb =MT is the duration of a bit symbol. dkn∈ 0; 1f g is the nth informa-
tion bit transmitted by the kth user, and bkn ¼ 2dkn � 1 is the modulated signal with bipolar pulse ampli-

tude modulation (BPAM). Ck
ZCZ tð Þ in Figure 4 is given as Ck

ZCZ tð Þ ¼ ∑
M�1

i¼0
∑
N�1

j¼0
ckijw t � iT � jTcð Þ, and ckij

denotes the jth chip of the ith element code of the kth user, which also takes the value from {±1}. τk is the
asynchronous delay of the kth user uniformly distributed over [0, NTc].
The channel impulse response of the kth user can be modeled simply as,

hk tð Þ ¼ ∑
L�1

l¼0
αk;lδ t � τk;l

� �
(5)

where L is the number of the resolvable multipath components. For the kth user, αk,l represents
the lth path gain. τk,l is the lth delay, it can be described by the delay of the cluster and the delay
of the ray relative to the cluster.

3.2. System performance analysis

The received signal is given as,

r tð Þ ¼ ∑
K

k¼1
∑
L�1

l¼0
αk;lsk t � τk � τk;l

� �þ n tð Þ (6)

where τk is the asynchronous delay of the kth user, n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
double sided power spectral density N0/2.
We assume that the first user is the desired user, and the data bit b10 is transmitted. Here, the

perfect synchronization is also assumed. To improve the link performance, SRake receiver is
employed in this paper. The template signal used in the l’th branch of the SRake receiver is given

Figure 4. Transmitter diagram of orthogonal complementary code-based direct-sequence ultra-wideband system.
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as vl′ tð Þ ¼ α1;l′ ∑
M�1

i¼0
∑
N�1

j¼0
c1ijw t � iT � jTc � τ1;l′
� �

. The statistic decision output of the l’th correlator is

given by,

Zl’ ¼ ∫
Tb

0 r tð Þvl′ tð Þdt ¼ Sþ I þM þ N (7)

where S ¼ α2l′b
1
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EbMN

p
denotes the desired signal part, N¼∫

Tb

0 n tð Þαl′ ∑
M�1

i¼0
∑
N�1

j¼0
c1ijw t�iT�jTc�τl′ð Þdt

is the noise term. I andM are the MAI and MPI terms, respectively, which relate to the relative delay.
If |τl� τl′|<NTc and τl� τl′< 0, that is, the relative path delay of the desired user is less than the
duration of a flock, and the delay of the l’th path is greater than the delay of the lth path, term I can
be written as,

I ¼ ∑
L�1

l¼0;l≠l′

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

NM

r
αl′αlb10 ∑

M�1

i¼0
ρ c1i ; c

1
i ; γll′

� ��Fw αll′ð Þ þ ∑
M�1

i¼0
ρ c1i ; c

1
i ; γll′ þ 1

� ��F̂w αll′ð Þ
� 	

: (8)

If |τl� τl′|<NTc and τl� τl′> 0, that is, the delay of the l’th path is less than the delay of the lth
path, term I can be expressed as,

I ¼ ∑
L�1

l¼0;l≠l′

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

NM

r
αl′αlb10 ∑

M�1

i¼0
ρ c1i ; c

1
i ;�γll′

� ��Rw αll′ð Þ þ ∑
M�1

i¼0
ρ c1i ; c

1
i ;� γll′ þ 1ð Þ� ��R̂w αll′ð Þ

� 	
: (9)

Similarly, if |τk+ τl� τl′|<NTc and τk+ τl� τl′< 0, that is, the relative path delay between the
desired user and the kth user is less than the duration of a flock, and the delay of the l’th path of
the desired user is greater than the delay of the lth path of the kth user, M can be expressed as,

M ¼ ∑
K

k¼2
∑
L�1

l¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

NM

r
αl′αlbk0 ∑

M�1

i¼0
ρ cki ; c

1
i ; γkll′

� ��Fw αkll′ð Þ þ ∑
M�1

i¼0
ρ cki ; c

1
i ; γkll′ þ 1

� ��F̂w αkll′ð Þ
� 	

: (10)

If |τk+ τl� τl′|<NTc and τk+ τl� τl′> 0, that is, the delay of the l’th path of the desired user is
less than the delay of the lth path of the kth user, M can be obtained as,

M ¼ ∑
K

k¼2
∑
L�1

l¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

NM

r
αl′αlbk0 ∑

M�1

i¼0
ρ cki ; c

1
i ;�γkll′

� �
Rw αkll′ð Þ þ ∑

M�1

i¼0
ρ cki ; c

1
i ;� γkll′ þ 1ð Þ� ��R̂w αkll′ð Þ

� 	
: (11)

Here, we introduce the following ancillary. The relative multipath delay |τl� τl′| and |τk+ τl� τl′| can
be expressed as,

τl � τl’j j ¼ γll′Tc þ αll′ (12)

τk þ τl � τl′j j ¼ γkll′Tc þ αkll′ (13)

where γll′ ¼ τl � τl′j j=Tcb c, γkll′ ¼ τk þ τl � τl′j j=Tcb c. αll′ and αkll′ are the random variables uniformly
distributed over [0, Tc].
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The template signal used in the l’th branch of the SRake receiver may lags or be priors to the
other paths. Thus, the autocorrelation functions of w(t) are defined as,

Fw sð Þ ¼ ∫
Tc�s

0 w tð Þw t þ sð Þdt 0≤ s≤ Tc

0 elsewhere

8<
: (14)

F̂w sð Þ ¼ ∫
Tc

Tc�sw tð Þw t � Tc þ sð Þdt 0≤ s≤ Tc

0 elsewhere

8<
: (15)

Rw sð Þ ¼ ∫
s

0w tð Þw t þ Tc � sð Þdt 0≤ s≤ Tc

0 elsewhere

(
(16)

R̂w sð Þ ¼ ∫
Tc

s w tð Þw t � sð Þdt 0≤ s≤ Tc

0 elsewhere

8<
: : (17)

According to the characteristics of OCC, we have I= 0 and M = 0, that is, the partial MPI and
MAI can be eliminated for this OCC-based DS-UWB system. Hence, both the multipath interfer-
ence and the multiple access interference can be alleviated because of the perfect correlation
properties of the OCC.

4. ORTHOGONAL COMPLEMENTARY CODE-BASED OFFSET-STACKING
ULTRA-WIDEBAND SYSTEM

The OS spreading technique is first introduced by Chen in [17]. The most significant characteristic
is that the bit stream is no longer aligned in time one bit after another. Instead, a new bit will be sent
right after n-chip delay relative to the previous bit. Thus, the consecutive bits are stacked with n
relative offset chips, where n may take any integer from 1 to N (the element code length). With this
method, variable data rate can be achieved by shifting the offset chips between the neighboring bits.
To improve the link performance, SRake receiver can also be considered in the receiver. However,
because of the employment of OS spreading scheme in the UWB system, SRake receiver can be
released for some cases. If the maximum channel delay is greater than the offset chips between
the neighboring bits, the multipath components of the desired bit will be overlapped by the
multipath components of the other interference bits. Thus, SRake receiver is no longer suitable in
this case. But if the maximum channel delay is smaller than the relative offset chips, with SRake
receiver, the useful multipath components can be separated from the interference bits because of
the perfect correlation properties of the OCC. We assume that the maximum channel delay is less
than the flock duration in the following analysis.
We propose a kind of parallel OS-UWB transmitter structure as depicted in Figure 5. Each user’s

data bits are first transformed from serial to parallel with P branches. For each branch, the same
information bit is duplicated by M sub-branches. Each sub-branch is modulated by one pulse train.
The expression of the OS OCC-UWB signal for the kth user is given by,

sk tð Þ ¼ ∑
P�1

j¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
bk jð Þ ∑

M�1

m¼0
∑
N�1

n¼0
ckmnwm t � nTc � jTð Þ (18)
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wherewm(t) is the unit energy pulse chosen from the orthogonal pulse set. bk( j) is the jth bit transmitted by
the kth user. T=ΔTc, and Δ is the relative offset chips between the neighboring bits.
For a synchronous UWB system with K users, the received signal is expressed by,

r tð Þ ¼ ∑
K

k¼1
∑
P�1

j¼0
∑
L�1

l¼0
αl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
bk jð Þ ∑

M�1

m¼0
∑
N�1

n¼0
ckmnwm t � nTc � lTc � jTð Þ þ n tð Þ: (19)

We also assume that the first user is the desired user, and the bit b1( j’) is transmitted. To realize
diversity reception, SRake receiver is also considered. The statistical decision output of the l’th
correlator is calculated as,

Zj′
1 ¼ MNα2l′

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
b1 j′ð Þ þ ∑

L�1

l¼0;l≠l′
αl′αl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
b1 j′ð Þ ∑

M�1

m¼0
ρ c1m; c

1
m; l� l′ð Þ� �

þ ∑
P�1

j¼0; j≠j′
∑
L�1

l¼0
αl′αl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
b1 jð Þ ∑

M�1

m¼0
ρ c1m; c

1
m; j� j′ð ÞΔþ l� l′ð Þ� �

:

þ ∑
K

k¼2
∑
P�1

j¼0
∑
L�1

l¼0
αl′αl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb

MN

r
bk jð Þ ∑

M�1

m¼0
ρ c1m; c

k
m; j� j′ð ÞΔþ l� l′ð Þ� �þ n

(20)

The first term in the right side of (20) is the useful signal component. The third term denotes the
interference part caused by the other bits of the first user. The second and the fourth terms are the
multipath interference and multiple access interference, respectively. The second term is zero
considering l≠l’. We set Δ> bτmax/Tcc+ 1 to obtain |( j� j′)Δ|> |l� l′ |, where τmax is the maximum
channel delay. According to the characteristics of OCC, the total multipath interference and the
multiple access interference can be zero. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit for the decision
variable of bit b1( j’) is written as,

γ ¼ ∑
L�1

l′¼0
γl′ ¼

∑
L�1

l′¼0
αl′j j2

N0=2Eb
¼

2Eb ∑
L�1

l′¼0
αl’j j2

N0
: (21)

Figure 5. Transmitter diagram of orthogonal complementary code-based offset-stacking ultra-wideband system.
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Hence, the average system BER can be obtained by,

Pe ¼ ∫
∞

0Q
ffiffiffiffiffi
2γ

p
 �
f γ γð Þdγ (22)

where fγ(γ) is the PDF of SNR. Although an exact closed-form expression for the PDF of a sum of
independent lognormal random variables does not exist, such a sum can be approximated by another
lognormal random variable. The approximation can be obtained by Wilkinson’s method as [26, 27].

Let γl′ ¼ eεþ2yl′, where ε ¼ ln 2Eb
N0


 �
and yl′∼N myl′ ;σ

2
yl′


 �
are normal random variables. Let γ= ez

with z ~N(mz,σz
2), the two parameters mz andσ2

z can be obtained by matching the first two moments
of γ. These two parameters are given as,

mz ¼ 2 ln u1 � 1
2
ln u2 (23)

σ2
z ¼ ln u2 � 2 ln u1 (24)

with u1 ¼ ∑
L�1

l′¼0
e

εþ2my
l′
þ2σ2

y
l′


 �
, u2 ¼ ∑

L�1

l′¼0
e
2 εþ2my

l′
þ2σ2

y
l′


 �
þ 2 ∑

L�1

i; j¼0
e
2 εþmyiþmyjþσ2

yi
þσ2

yj


 �
.

The approximated PDF of γ is given as,

f γ γð Þ ¼ 1

γ
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σ2
z

exp � lnγ� mzð Þ2
2σ2

z

 !
: (25)

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide the simulation results about the OCC-based DS-UWB and OS-UWB
systems over IEEE 802.15.3a CM1 channel [2]. The transmitted pulse can be modeled as the second

Figure 6. Bit error rate performance of the orthogonal complementary code-based direct-sequence ultra-
wideband system over CM1 channel (single user).
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order Gaussian monocycle with w tð Þ ¼ 1� 4π t
τm


 �2� 	
exp �2π t

τm


 �2� 	
in DS-UWB system, where

τm=0.2 ns, Tw=0.5 ns. We use modified Hermite polynomial functions as the orthogonal pulses in
OS-UWB system.
Figures 6 and 7 show the BER performance of the OCC-based DS-UWB system over CM1

channel. In single user case, it is shown that the OCC-based system outperforms the system based
on m sequence and Walsh code, especially at high SNRs. The OCC-based system can obtain about
3.0 dB gains when BER is 10�3 compared to Walsh code-based system. We can also see from
Figure 7 that the UWB systems with m sequence and Walsh code suffer more severe multiple access
interference than OCC-based system due to the fact that the orthogonality among either the m
sequence or Walsh code is destroyed in the transmission. From these simulation results, it is easy
to know that the alleviation of the multiple access interference and multipath interference closely
relates to the selection of the spreading sequence.
The BER performance of OCC-based OS-UWB system over IEEE 802.15.3a CM1 channel is

shown in Figure 8. We assume that the maximum channel delay is 10Tc. In single user case, it is

Figure 7. Bit error rate performance of the orthogonal complementary code-based direct-sequence
ultra-wideband system over CM1 channel (4 users).

Figure 8. Average bit error rate of offset-stacking ultra-wideband system for different offset chips (Δ)
between neighboring bits over CM1 channel.
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seen that the system performance is influenced by the offset chips (Δ). The BER descends much with
the increase of the offset chips Δ because the multipath components of the desired bit will be
overlapped by the multipath components of the other interference bits when Δ is less than the maxi-
mum channel delay. As seen from Figure 9, the OCC-based OS-UWB system can achieve about
2.0 dB and 4.0 dB gains when BER is about 10�2 compared with Walsh code and m sequence-based
systems, respectively. The UWB systems with m sequence or Walsh code suffer more severe
interference due to the fact that the orthogonality among these sequences is destroyed by the multipath
interference. The system performance of the OCC-based four user OS-UWB system grades little
compared with the single user system. It is found that the mitigation of the multiple access interfer-
ence and multipath interference to the system performance depends much on the spreading sequence.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose OCC-based DS-UWB and OS-UWB systems with bipolar pulse amplitude
modulation. The system structure of DS-UWB system is simpler, but the OS-UWB system can
flexibly support variable data rate because of the application of OS spreading modulation scheme.
The BER performance analysis of the two systems over multipath channels is presented. Theoretical
analysis and simulation results show that the MAI as well as MPI can be alleviated over multipath
channels because of the perfect correlation properties of OCC in the two systems. The OCC-based
UWB system can achieve better performance compared with the unitary code-based UWB systems.
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